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The Working Group of Flare Classification (l«A,U, Commission 11) has 
recommended that th© corrected area of flares be used as a primary basis 
for classification by importance* 0? a ll observatories participating in 
the flare patrol and reporting to the I.A, U. Quarterly Bulletin some also 
use the Hs< line width or intensity in estimating the importance<, Because 
o f the immense complexity of the flare phenomenon this leads to difficul
ties in making a recomrended estimation of th© flare importance and dis-=* 
crepaneies between importances designed by different observatories are 
likely to result«

Since so much statistical tvork on solar activity, etc„, is  based on 
flare data from the Quarterly Bulletin* I have thought i t  worth while to 
consider sane aspects of the flare data given in the Quarterly Bulletin,,
The period studied is 1951~19550

The flares were divided in central (C) and non-central (:JC) flares ac-
cordSJig to whether their longitude (l) is numerically les3 than 30° or not,,

Table 1 gives the number and percentage of central flares in each 
of the importance classes 1P 2 and 3$ and Table 2 shows the total number 
of importance 1 flares studied and the percentage of central flares per 
year, to illustrate tho scatter,,

Table I

Importance j 1 2 3

Kumber of G flares 331 61 10

Par cant of C flares 38 58 63

* This work was supported by the National Bureau of Standards under 
Contract CST 6032



Table 2

Year 1951 1952 1953 1954- 1955 Total
Total nrnbep of 
importance 1 flares

372 136 76 16 24.6 8A.6

Per cent G flares a 3U A3 68 36 3S

From these tables i t  becomes apparent that for the period, considered 
the ratio of central to non«cenixal flares increases with increasing impor* 
tance o f the flare0 This can hardly be a real effect and is probably duo 
to a tendency o f undere s tim a ti ng the importance o f limb flares (for instance, 
by not employing the area correction factor properly)0

IP we for comparison consider the trork by JQW. Warwick ( l)  on flares  
observed at Sacramento Peak, we sea that Warwick found a distribution 
curve of corrected area which showed that the ratio of central to non=» 
central flares decreases markedly with increasing flare area* It sho'old be 
noticed that i t  is  not surprising that this result for the Sacrariento Ibak 
flares does not affect our results significantly even though the periods is 
question partly overlap., since the percentage of Sacramento Peak flares in 
the Quarterly Bulletin is rather small0

Th© tendency of underestimating the importance of limb flares might 
have some bearing on a result concerning the ionospheric Influence c f flarssp 
reported by Bed son, Hedeman and Kc^feth (2)e In their study Dodson at ale 
found that for flares o f comparative importance (especially in importance 
class 1) ths ionospheric disturbances tend to be greater for flares mar 
the solar limb* Tnis seems to me to b© physically difficult to interpret0 
Even though one might call on seme flare model where the ionizing radiatioi 
(Igittan or X-rays) is generated higher up in the solar atmosphere than 
the H o< radiation, which would partly ratiove the physical difficulties* 
the observations are easier explained in terms of the above-mentioned undej » 
estimation of limb flaresn
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